Colocation Solutions

Safe, secure and configurable
solutions that grow with you.
Our highly skilled experts are committed to service and to finding the right fit
for your space, power and bandwidth needs. Our data centre solutions are
designed to be highly scalable, as your business grows, your IT infrastructure
is always-on and available.

Our colocation services are designed to fit your business:

Hybrid solutions give you choice
•• From single cabinets to cage deployments, we design solutions tailored to the size of your business
and density requirements.
•• Take advantage of Shaw Business’ diverse fibre network for end-to-end connectivity, bring in a carrier
of your choice, or use a combination of both.

A trusted team at your fingertips
•• A skilled team of engineers are onsite to provide instant access to your data and ‘Remote Hands’ serve
as an extension of your business.
•• Our experts are highly trained. From power and cooling operations to security controls, we handle the
heavy lifting to allow you time to focus on your core business.

Safe, secure data facility
•• Our controlled facility features multiple zones of security including biometric authentication, mantraps
and 24/7/365 physical security monitoring.
•• High resolution video surveillance offers an additional tighter layer of security that will leave you with
peace of mind.

We’ll manage everything for you.
Think of us as a complement to your IT department. Our
highly trained team is with you every step of the way.

Call: 1-866-244-7474
Visit: business.shaw.ca/datacentre
Follow us:

Reliable, leading edge technology
•• Our data centre offers 40,000 square feet of fault tolerant raised floor, and fully redundant power and
cooling systems in a constantly monitored environment. You can be confident that your applications
and data will always be safe.
•• Our spacious meeting rooms, private workstations, and cyber cafe are there to support you while
you’re with us.

Colocation options
•• Private suites
Space

The Calgary Data Centre offers a number of space options.
Choose the space that meets your needs.

Managed
Bandwidth

We offer 1 Mbps through 1000 Mbps connectivity, allowing
you to easily choose the correct amount of bandwidth for
your business. With the Shaw Business fibre fed network,
you can always be sure of reliable end-to-end connectivity.

•• Lockable cages
•• Lockable cabinets: available in half
and full size
•• Fixed rate
•• Burstable to 10 Mbps
•• Burstable to 100 Mbps
•• Burstable to 1000 Mbps
•• Customized solutions
•• 120 volt power

Power

Fully redundant power systems ensure your applications
and equipment will always be available.

•• 208 volt power
•• 3 phase power
•• High density power

Remote Hands

Remote Hands gives you access to onsite, skilled
engineers who are prepared to help you tackle any
data difficulty. We become an extension of your IT
department. Remote hands are available in two tiers,
based upon the complexity of the work being performed.

Call: 1-866-244-7474
Visit: business.shaw.ca/datacentre
Follow us:

•• Tier One:
Provides for quick tasks like power
cycling, cable and or warning light
confirmation, as well as quick
swaps of hot swappable hardware
components.
•• Tier Two:
Services include both general
assistance and project-based work
for operating system support,
software installations, routing
configurations, connectivity issues
and troubleshooting.

